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21 Years Since Unfurling of the Flag
At Yogi Gupta Building

This upcoming Memorial Day will mark 21 years
since disciples of Yogi Gupta gathered at the Yogi
Gupta Building in Elmhurst, Queens in New York
City to install the US flag and listen to this inspir-
ing message from their Guru:

Dear Patrons and Disciples: The 31st day of
May, 1993, you have all gathered in the Yogi Gupta
Building, owned by Yogi Gupta Ashram, Inc., a re-
ligious Yogi Church incorporated in the States of
Connecticut and New York, to celebrate the un-
furling of the national flag of the United States of
America on Memorial Day.

On behalf of the Ashram, I humbly pay my
respect to the national flag which represents the
Government of the United States of America and
the Constitution of U.S.A, which guarantees basic
rights of freedom of movement, freedom of speech,
freedom of religion and, above all, dignity of the
individual to all who are blessed to live in this won-
derful land of peace, plenty and prosperity.

The flag represents the leadership America pro-
vides to the world and is next to none. The Eagle
on top of the flag is a symbol of power, as the Eagle
is the (most) powerful bird of the world, who rules
supreme in Heaven.

The flag also signifies the people who come to
America from different parts of the universe belong-

ing to different countries, nations and religions and
under the leadership of the national flag of U.S.A.
made America great, and the only leading nation of
the world as we see America today, by their hard
work.

Americans are the most religious and hard work-
ing people of the world and are the most tolerant to
the presence of different faiths and religions which
have greatly contributed to the American Society
and their Trust in God.

America is Great, America is Heaven on Earth.

America is The Beautiful and is going to stay
that way in times to come.

The flag is the symbol of the power and free-
dom enjoyed by all who inhabit this land of plenty.
Rights of American people to freedom, equality and
dignity draw their strength from the duties the Amer-
ican people owe to this great country, great nation
and land of opportunity. Rights and duties are
correlated and inseparable because, without duty,
there will be no rights. Hence, all blessed to live
in this great land must owe their unquestionable
and unflinching faith and allegiance to the National
Flag and the Constitution of the United States of
America which it represents.

GOD BLESS AMERICA, AMERICA THE

BEAUTIFUL

Yours truly, Yogi Gupta, President,

Yogi Gupta Ashram, Inc.



Membership in the Yogi Gupta Society

Yogi Gupta spent his time in America tire-
lessly bringing better physical, mental and spiritual
health to this country. Now the essential mandate
of Yogi Gupta Society, Inc., a non-profit religious
organization incorporated in the State of Florida,
is to further his aims by protecting, preserving and
promoting the great yogic legacy of Yogi Gupta.

Membership in the Yogi Gupta Society, Inc.,
is open to all disciples, former students, devotees,
patrons of Yogi Gupta and any other persons who
subscribe to its mission and purposes as stated in
the Articles of Incorporation.

Categories and cost of membership:

Regular Membership: $45/year per person
Lifetime Membership: One-time payment of $500



Family Membership: $55/year per family (this con-
sists of 1-2 adults and their children under the age
of 25)

Benefits of membership:

The right to participate in all YGS activities, for
example, volunteering, attending religious services,
etc.
The right to vote on any resolution or issue concern-
ing YGS affairs that are put forth for such voting,
including election of trustees
The right to be voted as a trustee
A subscription to the YGS electronic newsletter
A 10% discount from the regular price of YGS-
sponsored yoga classes, activities or publications
A subscription to the forthcoming YGS electronic
journal

Note: Benefits of family membership are the
same as individual membership with the exception
that only the adult designated as the head of the
family can vote.

Non-members are eligible to receive the YGS
electronic newsletter at no charge.

According to the YGS bylaws, each year the
Board of Trustees shall convene at least one annual
General Meeting of the members, where an annual
report and account statement will be presented to
the members.

Requests for membership may be sent via email
to info@yogiguptasociety.org.

Now is the Best Time
To Make the Effort

The first part of the year is the best time for
sadhana. The Sanscrit names for the first two months
of the year are called Tapas and Tapasya, which both
mean making effort for spiritual progress. Shivara-
tri and the beginning of the Christian Lenten Season
occur during these two months, which have already
passed for 2014, but it is not too late to make the
effort.Yogi Gupta’s Yoga Bible lecture from March
19, 1995 goes into more detail how making the right
effort can transform our lives for the better:

There are two worlds, the world inhabited by
incarnated souls and the Atmic Samsara, the World
of Soul, of unincarnated souls. All the plans of an
individual soul are made before birth and when all
the plans have been fulfilled you have no further
business here and go back to being unincarnated.
But since when the souls come here they act ac-
cording to the reactions in their karmic bodies, they
then make more reactions, so then the souls have to
come back again, to act again according to those
reactions.

For example, the intense feeling of revenge is
not in the physical body, but is in the intellectual
frame. The mind is nothing but all the thoughts
together, the karmic body. The feelings of love and
hate continue from life to life until there is no reac-
tion.

Long ago there was a self-realized saint who
had a reaction, so he was born again. According to
his karma as a saint, very early in life he renounced
the world and sat on the river bank to meditate. He
saw a doe being chased by a lion fall into the river
and leave behind a baby deer. He cared for the baby
deer, got milk for it and tender grass. The baby deer
became very attached to the saint, and would rub
kusa grass against the saint’s mouth. Soon the saint
became attached to the deer, and that impression
was the last one on the saint’s mind when he died.
So he had to be born as a deer.

Actions are performed in this world by the soul,
they are not performed by the body. Therefore the
soul carries the record, so it has to be punished. At
the fall of the body, only the five gross elements are
left from the body, but the soul continues to live
in its causal body. It consists of intellect, decision-
making ability, the mind and the ten senses (five
senses of action and five senses of perception). They
continue to experience and suffer in the beyond, so
the Atmic Samsara is much, much bigger than the
world of the incarnated souls.

In dreams, you act without the body, you can
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fly and visit your girlfriend from many years ago.
Therefore death does not make these impressions
go away. You must reap the consequences of what
you have done.

If you can do something without reacting, then
you make no karma. Many saints don’t just sit in a
cave, they are like Yogi Gupta and live among the
people. They remain unaffected under all circum-
stances.

By knowing all the senses, you can foretell the
condition of the mind. How sensual a person is is
shown by what type of orders the senses are receiv-
ing from the mind. You can know a person’s mind
by watching his senses. Then you know what his
previous life was, what type of person he was. Also
by thus knowing you can foretell his next life. So by
knowing a person’s senses and actions you can un-
derstand the past and future. Life becoms an open
book.

The Bhagavad Gita is all about action with-
out motive. Like a judge sentencing the criminal to
death or setting the prisoner free, the judge has no
freedom in this, he is just doing his job.

Attachment is the root of all evils. Attachment
is mostly to money, which is used to bring all the
sense pleasures. The more you are attached, the
more there is pain and suffering. Attachment is
what draws the soul to the mortal world. There-
fore a soul incorporates into various species of life.
He pays for the reactions in the karmic body in the
form of thought waves. When he matures, they sur-
face up and pass before the screen of the mind. The
serpent plays mischief, the serpent is the ego (body
awareness). Then the mind orders its subservients,
the senses, to procure the objects of sense pleasure,
by any means and at any cost, which represent the
desires that were there before that did not get ful-
filled.

It is through the mind that a person says, “This
person is mine, this body is mine,” etc. Thus he
assumes that all the evil things of the body, diseases,
etc., have gone wrong with himself. Thus he has to
be reincarnated.

As you can know the senses, you can know the
mind which gives the orders and which knows what
type of actions he has done before. Karma is always
present in unmanifest form. At the right time it
awakes and makes you do those things. Sometimes
a person changes gradually over time or sometimes
a person falls in love all of a sudden, or starts to
hate someone.

Many times it is seen that the things you have
never experienced in life are experienced in dreams,

because they were experienced in the life before. For
example, in a film, the shooting was done in Cali-
fornia, but you see the film here. The karmic body
is film you prepare every day. You don’t remember
it, but you experience it. For example, in a dream
you have an affair with the opposite sex but never
had this experience in life. But you did have this
experience in a previous life. The subconscious, the
karmic body, knows everything about sex and about
all other things, which come into your life when you
are in a position to experience it.

Karma is like a fire which doesn’t smoke and
looks like only ashes. But the ashes cover red hot
coals and when the wind blows the coals are exposed
and burst into flames. The wind is the association
with the persons you need for the sense pleasure.
Old, unfulfilled sense desires then get revived, which
you want to fulfill at any cost, right or wrong. Then
you get the experience 100% like before.

You know for sure that the soul had the same
experience in a previous life because if it wasn’t
there before it would not be in this life. Those de-
sires to eat too much, or whatever, come from the
previous life, but by spiritual knowledge and mak-
ing right effort, you may overcome those desires and
create good desires.

Spiritual food gives more satisfaction than all
the food in New York City. Concentrate on acquir-
ing virtues, and try to slow down the vices. You
do everything, but without desire, not as a slave
of the senses. That’s what it means to be master.
You sleep because it is needed, you eat because it
is needed, you watch TV because something impor-
tant to know is on. Saints and sinners both do ev-
erything but one does not have to return while the
other does have to return and suffer again. This is
very important to understand because it will solve
some of the most complicated problems in your life.

Siddhies, Spiritual Foundations
and Entities

All human incarnation has at its root the spir-
itual foundation of Purusha, however, the karmic
body of Prakriti makes the living presence of Pu-
rusha difficult to perceive. Hence the purpose of the
spiritual path or sadhana is Divine Perception. In
the worldly life, we deal with ego – the primary mo-
tivator and instigator. On the spiritual path we are
supposed to abolish the ego, however, as my guru,
Yogi Gupta, pointed out, there is a finer form of
ego, the spiritual ego, which comes into play when
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trying to delve into our Real Self, and this can be
much worse than the worldly ego. Everything on
the spiritual path is more subtle, refined, and more
charged with prana, thus allowing mis-queues on
the path more flagrant than those of the world.

Intense sadhana brings on the higher powers
of the mind called siddhies, the seemingly super-
natural abilities of the mind, though they are ac-
tually the quite natural functioning of the more
evolved soul. However, more evolved souls func-
tion or govern their lives through Yama and Niyama
(Yamas and Niyamas are further explained in Yogi
Gupta’s books, Yoga and Long Life and Yoga and
Yogic Powers.), which are themselves governed by
the Divine Will. Therefore, those who open chan-
nels through intense or consistent sadhana may still
be functioning through the ego body if they have
not perfected or substantially immersed their life in
Yama and Niyama.

About the foundations of yoga, as Guruji Him-
self said, without the root of Yama and Niyama
there is no yoga. this is because one’s use through
the ego body of the new-found siddhies or psychic
abilities or channeling of unfamiliar energies can be-
come very prone to error.

How this can happen is a legitimate question
when supernatural processes of the more pranized
mind may seem very appealing. Again, going back
to the Master’s teachings, he once said in an Ad-
vanced Psychic Development class that there is an
entity behind every thought form. He went on to
explain that certain thoughts or trains of thought
are controlled by the energy of disembodied spirits
seeking projection of their desires through an em-
bodied soul whose thought body they are able to
control.

Those who were fortunate enough to attend
Guruji’s meditation classes know that there was
a point in the class where he said, “Watch your
thoughts.” Detachment is needed during medita-
tion to separate the thoughts of the “monkey mind”
and the ego or deluded thoughts from those of the
Divine Mind that is rooted in Yama and Niyama,
Purity and well being of Truth. If one is not self
realized, one must constantly introspect into the
background and origin of the thought process which
turns into action. This is done through meditation,
to make sure these energies are aligned with the
Divine Will of Yama and Niyama. Otherwise, the
challenges of every day life can chink the armor of
the aura and allow malefic forces or energies to try
to interfere with our decisions and actions. This is
also where constant reassessment of our thoughts,

reinforced with the armor of sadhana, such as Gu-
ruji’s sure-fire formula of Sandhya Vandan, prevents
this “static” of entity-backed interference from en-
tering our aura and defeating our God and Guru-
given goals.

The watching of thoughts is not so quantita-
tive as qualitative, it is the quality of thoughts one
must watch and become aware of. Higher powers
or siddhies of the mind, if not purified with Yama
and Niyama can allow a practitioner to be over-
taken by very subversive entities waiting to fulfill
desires of power, lust and revenge, who simply sub-
due souls with charms and promises that cannot be
fulfilled, such as fame, fortune, and prophetic pre-
dictions which never manifest. Jesus Christ said
those who are pure of heart shall inherit the King-
dom of Heaven, which is the ultimate Samadhi. Pu-
rity of heart comes through perfecting Yama and
Niyama.

“Thoughts are things”, Guruji expounded many
times, especially in Psychic Development courses.
We must take responsibility for the quality of our
thoughts, for all thoughts are recorded in the great
Akasha (For an explanation of Akasha and etheric
records, see Yoga and Yogic Powers). Guruji once
told his senior disciple Videha Kumari that to go
into the Himalayan Forest is not so easy. In that
forest there are disciplined human beings who have
demonic designs and who have developed extraor-
dinary powers and who use them for the wrong rea-
sons, if you do not find a true Holy Man or Guru
to guide you, you could be turned into a mosquito!
There are many examples in history of such demonic
persons: Stalin, Hitler, Alexander the Great, serial
killers, etc. Less violent but still extremely destruc-
tive are false prophets channeling energies and mes-
sages. They are quite deluded and never represent
the real source.

The Great Master, Jesus Christ, simply stated
to his disciples, “For many will come in My name,
saying, ‘I am the Christ,’ and will mislead many,”
(Matthew 24:5) and, “They shall prophesy, heal the
sick, raise the dead and cast out demons ... But in
their Day of Judgment I shall tell them, ‘I know
thee not’ ” (Matthew 7:22-23). Siddhies and psy-
chic powers can be very alluring and tempting but
they are only safe in the hands of a fully illumined
Christ-like master, one who is well-versed in Yama
and Niyama. Guruji has explained that the true
saint never openly displays these powers, but qui-
etly uses them without any recognition for the mira-
cles that they perform.(See Yoga and Yogic Powers,
“Significance of the Author’s Pictures,” item 17.)
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May you be filled with the Grace of God and
Guru in your meditations and sadhana. May you
be mindful of Guruji’s teachings on the wiles of the
mind and the misuse of merits gained by sadhana.
The misuse of these powers can set one back in the
Quest of the only purpose of Life – Self-Realization.
Aum Shanti Aum.

— Swami Jnananand

Be Prepared

I once told Guruji that I had been a Boy Scout
and he said that was good. Then he exclaimed
that the Boy Scout Motto is “Be Prepared.” Be-
ing prepared is the same as awareness, and aware-
ness is 50% of achievement for Self-Realization. Yes,
we must be aware of many things in this life in
this world. It seems that some disciples were re-
cently concerned about approaching disasters re-
lated to the weather this year, and rightly so. .
The Farmers Almanac, whose predictions are based
in large degree on astrology, predicted this winter
would be among the worst ever recorded in the Mid-
west and on the Eastern Seaboard, and it seems to
have panned out that way.

Another example of Guruji’s wisdom is “Take
care of the stars before they take care of you” and
avail yourself of the many Paths (Divine services)
offered by the Kailashananda Mission. Most disas-
ters can be nipped in the bud by prudent Sadhana
and by acting intelligently on what Guruji taught
during his 57 years in the USA. He taught that
all weather is composed and instigated by Man’s
thoughts, so if we are watching our thoughts and
being diligent in sadhana we can neutralize much
of the effects of the uncontrolled thoughts of the
masses who ignorantly create their own disasters.

However, granted that we all have our own karmic
challenges – we are affected at times by mass chaotic
thought – we fall asleep at the wheel, so prudence
should tell us to keep necessary safeguards in place
and keep enough supplies on hand in the event of
power outages or other extreme conditions.

Guruji had classes in New York City in the
1980s that revealed his prophetic vision. I remem-
ber him saying that there could come a day when
the city would sink below the ocean under the weight
of the sins of its inhabitants. Decades later, Hur-
ricane Sandy tapped New Yorkers on the shoulder
to let them know that their city could be destroyed
in a heartbeat by flooding. Perhaps it was the psy-
chic imprint of the Master’s Grace from his years
of presence in the city that saved it and the disci-
ples and devotees there from a greater Holocaust or
Armageddon.

Predictions may always be subdued by the Grace
of God. For those not paying attention or for those
who are out of rhythm, these events unfortunately
become sad tragedies. So let us all follow the Boy
Scout model in the best sense that Guruji gave us;
“Be Prepared, Be Aware”, and be doing our best
to keep up the legacy of Grace, Mercy and Love
that Guruji imparted to us from the mighty Divine
order. Hari Aum Tat Sat Hari Aum.

— Swami Jnananand

Classics of the Guru: Early Psychic

Healing Course Notes - Part VII

Continuing the series, we are publishing Part
VII of Videha Kumari’s notes from Yogi Gupta’s
1959 course in Beginning Psychic Healing, which
may have been the first course on this topic ever
given by the Master in America. Among her many
talents, Kumari was also an artist, and her hand-
writing is exceptionally legible, so her notes are
copied directly here. The following illustrations are
from lessons 17-20 of the course, and completes her
notes from this course. We plan to publish Videha
Kumari’s notes to the Advanced Course in Psychic
Phenomena in upcoming issues of the new Journal
of the Yogi Gupta Society.
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Yoga and Nutrition

Super food: The Virtues of Cabbage
Guruji used cabbage, mostly green cabbage, in

his 20-day and 30-day rejuvenation programs and
in numerous green juice recipes that he prescribed
to heal specific disorders long before the 30-day
and 20-day programs. The basic difference between
these recipes is not so much the ingredients as the
percentages of each ingredient according to the ail-
ment. The cabbage juice recipes in 30-day and
20-day programs are basic ones that are enhanced
with the large variety of Astro-Divine herbs and
satvic diet and regimen (yoga, japa, baths) that are
also part of the programs.



Green cabbage falls into the Cruciferae (Bras-
sicaceae) family of plants that also includes pur-
ple cabbage, green peas, kale, collards, cauliflower,
broccoli, kohlrabi, Brussels sprouts, and on and on.
However, top of the list is green cabbage. It is the
most powerful of all of them, as nutrition and as
natural medicine. It has an enzyme that can stop
bleeding ulcers within minutes without surgery. An
example case related to me by Videha Kumari, a
senior disciple of Guruji, who was also a medical
doctor with two specialties, and who worked dur-
ing several summers at Bernarr McFadden’s Nature
Cure Sanitarium in Dansville, New York. She was
the assistant to the head doctor, Dr. Caisson, from
England. The patient had an ulcer that had rup-
tured, a potentially fatal condition. Dr. Caisson
immediately ordered that a fresh juice made from
raw cabbage and a bit of lemon rind be given to the
patient. Within 15 minutes the bleeding stopped.
The patient was put on an all liquid diet for 3 days,
including plenty of cabbage juice, and given other
treatments that ultimately helped heal the ulcer.
As part of the program, the patient also had to at-

tend a yoga class given by Videha Kumari. Both
Videha Kumari and Dr. Caisson were professional
physicians with medical degrees yet they employed
nature cure to cure the patient’s critical situation.

If one learns enough from Guruji’s teachings,
one will have more than a medical degree – one will
attain good health. Time and again, Guruji recom-
mended green cabbage and cauliflower. Juiced, raw,
steamed or baked, all members of this plant family
are extremely nutritious, especially in this order:
green cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, kale, Brussels
sprouts, and kohlrabi. The cabbage family is a rar-
ity having much calcium yet also loaded with vita-
mins A, B, C and others. Even in its most tama-
sic (diminished) form as sauerkraut, it was used to
prevent scurvy among sailors and also used for its
digestive enzymes, like a vegetable-based yogurt.

Some of Guruji’s green juice recipes are avail-
able for a small donation to Yogi Gupta Society, Inc.
So increase your prana, vitality and overall health
by selecting your nutrition from the wide variety of
Cruciferae – the cabbage family.

— Swami Jnananand

Contacting Us

YGS is a society of volunteers – your contributions, comments, questions, feedback, or requests are
welcome! To be on our emailing list, you can send us email at info@yogiguptasociety.org. Past newsletters
are archived here.
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